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    Closed for exhibition change

The Kunsthalle Krems is currently closed for the istallation of the new exhibition.

New exhibition

The exhibition Candice Breitz is on view from April 20.
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Öffnungszeiten


	
Kontakt 

T +43 2732 908010
E office@kunstmeile.at




	
Opening hours


	
Contact

T +43 2732 908010
E office@kunstmeile.at
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                    This page does not seem to exist…
                


                
                    
 	                    We apologize for the inconvenience, but the page you were trying to access is not at this address.
                        You can use the links below to help you find what you are looking for.
                     


                    
                        If you are certain you have the correct web address but are encountering an error, please
                        contact the  Site Administration.
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Museumsplatz 5
3500 Krems an der Donau
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          Caution! 
          Watch out for the opening times of exhibitions and locations.
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                                Information about Cookies


                                

                                Why we use cookies

	functionality of our website
	increasing the usability
	identification of your interests so we can provide you with targeted information



Who uses our cookies

	The members of the group of companies of Niederösterreichische Kulturwirtschaft GmbH
	Social networks (e.g. Google), third parties for plugins (e.g. the weather-app that is embedded in our website), the social wall (e.g. twitter) and content of third parties.




                            

                        

                    
